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Shanae McWhite

KIPP Gaston College Prep, Gaston, NC

“With only 15 students in the choir, I was most proud of being chosen to
perform at the annual KIPP School Summit in Las Vegas last summer.
My challenge is to duplicate the culture that carried our success now
that the choir has doubled in size for this coming year!”

2008 BA, Elon University
2012 MEd Nat.Louis University
Nasir Dickerson

Choir Teacher
Assistant HS Principal
Creative Arts MV, Camden, NJ

“As band director of the Little Jazz Giants I’m proud that our middle
school students competed in high school festivals with superior ratings.”

2006 BA, 2007 MEd, University of Arts

MS Music Teacher

Mel C Fletcher

Harpswell Coastal Charter Academy, ME
“When our new building wasn’t ready in time for the opening of school, I
adapted my curriculum. The coastal ecosystem in our backyard became our
lab and students focused on experiential, place-based learning.”

2014 BA, University of Maine
Shelye Knotts

HS Science & Humanities
Jemicy School, Owings Mills, MD

“The students I work with have language-learning differences and are
incredibly gifted musically. They taught me to take risks and face my most
dreaded fear of singing publicly. Song is, in the words of Maren Morris,
“my church.” Now, I’m fortunate to be performing with the faculty band,
as well as the students who inspire me every single day.”

1996 BS, 2007 GRP, Towson University
Felix Cabrera

HS English Teacher

AMPS Oakland Charter HS, Oakland, CA

“Teaching is as performative as it is informative. In addition to using music
to help my students interact with history, I use songs to develop historical
empathy for those that lived through the era my students are studying.”

2013 BA, San Francisco State College
Robin Horgan

HS Social Studies

Esperanza Academy, Lawrence, MA

“As life in America grows more complicated, guiding our female students
to success is more challenging. We constantly need to find ways to teach
self advocacy, tolerance and acceptance.”

1976 BA, Salem State, Mass

Religious Studies

